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Co~trol of Working Hours

FAIRIES

I

six toiled :from 10 to 15 hours a day; women
Related to the fairies are the gnomes or
worked from 12 to 16, and men up to 18 hours kobolds, ugly little creatures who live undera day.
gro~nd and guard the earth's stores of jewels
Such conditions could not last. In 1833 the and precious metals ; the frolicsome elves; the
employment in factories of children under nine brownies, who love mischief but will perform
years of age was prohibited by Parliament. The many helpful tasks for. the family that is kind
hours of older children were greatly shortened, to them; the kelpies and nixies, who are water
and provision was made that all children under fairies and lure men to their death in the depths
13 should attend school at least two hours a day. of beautiful streams; and the trolls, who are
Other laws were passed limiting
A V Is IT T,O THE HoME 0 F THE FAIRIES
the working hours, improving
sanitation, providing for safety
devices on dangerous machinery,
forbidding night work for children,
and all work in mines for both
women and children, and establishing minimum wages.
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Improved Working Conditions

•

If the factory system and its
evils first arose in Great Britain,
it should not be forgotten that
laws to remedy these evils also
were first made there. In other
countries similar laws have been
enacted, and in almost all factories to-day working conditions
have grea~ly improved over
former years. Only in far-off
Japan, and other countries where
the factory system was late in
coming, do the conditions now •
resemble the terrible ones which
prevailed in England at the beginning of the 19th century.
(See -Child-Labour Laws.)
FAIRIES.
" Do you believe in
fairies 1 '' asks Peter Pan of the
audience at the close of Barrie's
charming play. In the faces of
young and old there is the same
answer, for so real do the fairies
seem that for the moment we all
believe in them. We need not
wonder, then, that people of
earlier times, who did not have
science to explain the strange
and wonderful things of the
world, felt so certain of the existence of such beings.
Who would not like to take a t rip into the wonderful land where the fairies
Fairies were supposed to be .of and the~r.relatives dwell ? In making your tour you would, of course, see the
almost any size or appearance, good fa1nes you love so much, and the cheeky but helpful little brownies,
and possibly you would run across the u gly little gnomes. It would certainly
and many of them had the
be a delightful experience for you.
power to transform themselves
into the shapes of anjmals. Most often imagin- familiar and friendly, but often mischievous
ation pictured them with the form of human dwarfs. There are good fairies and bad fairies,
beings, but very, very small "a few inches but most of these little people are kind to those
high, airy and almost transparent in body ; who do right and who are good to them, and
so delicate in their form that a dew-drop, when punish those who are wicked or who offend
they chance to dance on it, trembles, indeed, them. Some Q£ the most beautiful and ·fanciful
but never breaks.''
of our fairy tales come from Ireland.
contained in the Ea.sy Reference Fact-Indez at the end of thi.s
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